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ABSTRACT: Anfinsen’s principle asserts that all informa-
tion required to specify the structure of a protein is
encoded in its amino acid sequence. However, during
protein synthesis by the ribosome, the N-terminus of the
nascent chain can begin to fold before the C-terminus is
available. We tested whether this cotranslational folding
can alter the folded structure of an encoded protein in
vivo, versus the structure formed when refolded in vitro.
We designed a fluorescent protein consisting of three half-
domains, where the N- and C-terminal half-domains
compete with each other to interact with the central half-
domain. The outcome of this competition determines the
fluorescence properties of the resulting folded structure.
Upon refolding after chemical denaturation, this protein
produced equimolar amounts of the N- and C-terminal
folded structures, respectively. In contrast, translation in
Escherichia coli resulted in a 2-fold enhancement in the
formation of the N-terminal folded structure. Rare
synonymous codon substitutions at the 5′ end of the C-
terminal half-domain further increased selection for the N-
terminal folded structure. These results demonstrate that
the rate at which a nascent protein emerges from the
ribosome can specify the folded structure of a protein.

Protein folding has been studied for decades in vitro using a
carefully selected set of model proteins, but it is still

unclear to what extent folding in the test tube mimics folding in
vivo.1,2 Here we present results demonstrating that cotransla-
tional folding during protein synthesis in vivo can alter the
folded structure of a protein versus the structure formed in the
test tube.
A key criterion for the selection of many model proteins used

for in vitro folding studies is that they unfold and refold
reversibly; i.e., their folding behavior is under thermodynamic
control.2,4 Alternatively, some proteins fold under kinetic
control (Figure 1), in which the conformations populated in
the unfolded ensemble and early intermediates select a specific
trajectory along the energy landscape that determines which of
two (or more) final folded structures the protein will adopt.5

There are several well-characterized examples of proteins that
fold under kinetic control (cf. refs 6−8), although such proteins
tend not to be selected as protein folding models because
kinetic control complicates kinetic and thermodynamic
characterization of folding mechanisms.
In the cell, proteins can begin folding cotranslationally, while

the nascent chain is being synthesized.9−11 During translation,

the nascent polypeptide chain emerges from the ribosome exit
tunnel, whereupon N-terminal portions of the chain can start to
form native-like interactions before C-terminal portions have
been synthesized and/or are still confined within the
tunnel.12,13 In contrast, protein refolding initiated by the
dilution of full-length, unfolded polypeptides out of a chemical
denaturant can begin via interactions formed anywhere along
the polypeptide chain.14
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Figure 1. Experimental design for kinetically controlled folding. (a)
Schematic of YKB, which consists of three half-domains connected by
flexible (AGQ)5 linkers (black lines). The Y (yellow) and B (blue)
half-domains compete to form a mutually exclusive kinetically trapped
folded domain with the central K (black) half-domain. The red wedge
indicates the location of synonymous codon substitutions (see text).
(b) Energy landscapes for proteins that fold under kinetic control have
multiple deep minima, representing alternative folded structures,
separated by large barriers. The conformations of the unfolded protein
and early folding intermediates (colored arrows) determine the final
folded state of the protein. Forces that constrict the unfolded ensemble
(gray cone) can bias folding toward one structure. (c) During
translation of the nascent chain by the ribosome (orange), folding
cannot be initiated from the untranslated C-terminus, which restricts
the ensemble of unfolded states and leads to the preferential formation
of one folded structure.
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We hypothesized that the proteins most likely to have native
structures significantly affected by cotranslational folding would
be (i) proteins that fold under kinetic control, i.e., can adopt
two or more alternative native structures, depending on the
conformations of the unfolded chain and early intermediates,4,5

and (ii) proteins whose native structures are kinetically stable
and are therefore unlikely to unfold and refold over their
lifetime in the cell. To test the hypothesis that cotranslational
folding can globally alter a protein folded structure, we
designed and constructed an Escherichia coli expression system
encoding YKB (yellow-black-blue), a protein that can adopt
two alternative folded structures. YKB consists of three half-
domains derived from the BiFC split-fluorescent system15,16

connected by flexible (AGQ)5 linkers17 (Figure 1a). We
designed YKB so that its folding represents a competition
between the N- and C-terminal half-domains to fold with the
central half-domain, with the result of this competition leading
to either yellow (YK) or blue (KB) fluorescence, representing
the formation of the mutually exclusive YK-B or Y-KB folded
structures, respectively. The distinct fluorescent properties of
the alternative structures enable the results of this structure-
forming competition to be monitored in vivo using
physiologically relevant translation rates. Moreover, the
fluorescent protein folded structures are kinetically stable;
once formed, they do not unfold and refold over a biologically
relevant time scale.16,18,19

As expected, full-length YKB refolded via dilution from a
chemical denaturant in vitro produced yellow and blue
fluorescence in a ratio corresponding to equimolar formation
of the YK and KB folded structures (Figure 2a,b). In contrast,
YKB expressed in vivo produces more yellow fluorescence,
indicating preferential formation of the YK folded structure and
reflecting the preferential association of the N-terminal and
central half-domains before the C-terminal half-domain is
available for folding.
We hypothesized that altering the local rate of translation,

and hence altering the rate of appearance of the YKB nascent
protein chain, could be used to further modulate protein
folding trajectories and select between its alternative folded
structures. Changes to synonymous codon usage are known to
alter local translation rate.3,20,21 All amino acids except
methionine and tryptophan can be encoded by more than
one mRNA codon. But these synonymous codons are not used

with equal frequency, and rare codons are typically translated
more slowly than common codons.20

To provide a translation rate-encoded switch to control
folded structure formation, we used a simple algorithm3 to
produce synonymous mRNA sequences encoding a short
segment in the C-terminal half-domain of YKB, and selected
sequences that had no significant effect on mRNA stability22 yet
used synonymous codons with a wide variety of rarity (Figure
2c, Table S1, Supporting Information (SI); green, positive
values represent codons more common than average, while red,
negative values represent codons more rare than average). We
hypothesized that increasing codon rarity would slow trans-
lation at this position, increasing the amount of time available
for the N-terminal and central half-domains to interact during
translation before the appearance of the competing C-terminal
half-domain from the ribosome exit tunnel. We restricted
codon substitutions to a short mRNA segment in order to alter
YKB local translation rate while minimizing other, unwanted
effects, including changes to mRNA stability, total cellular YKB
levels or cellular tRNA availability, which could lead to
premature translation termination or impaired cellular growth
rate.
When this YKB switch region was encoded using

synonymous rare codons, yellow fluorescence increased (Figure
2a), indicating that the translated polypeptide chains
preferentially formed the N-terminal YK-B folded structure.
Formation of YK versus KB was controllable by altering the
relative rareness of the codons used to encode this region
(Figure 3a), but not other more 5′ portions of the YKB mRNA
sequence (Figure S1a,b, Table S1 (SI)). There were no
significant differences in the intracellular accumulation of these
codon-modified YKB variants, nor did we detect truncated
products produced by premature translation termination
(Figure S1c,d (SI)). LC−MS/MS analysis confirmed that
translation of both rare and common YKB variants yields no
detectable differences (<1%) in amino acid incorporation. The
molar folding ratio ([YK]/[KB]) for these variants correlated
more closely with changes in relative codon rareness (Pearson
correlation coefficient = −0.85; P = 0.003) (Figure 3a) than
tRNA concentration,23 relative wobble base translation
velocity,21 mRNA stability22 or %GC content (Figure S2
(SI)), although the similarities between some of these

Figure 2. Translation alters YKB folded structure. (a) Fluorescence emission spectra of intact E. coli expressing the control fluorescent protein
constructs YK (yellow) or KB (cyan). (b) Fluorescence emission spectra of intact E. coli expressing YKB constructs with common or rare codon
usage (green versus red solid lines) versus the same YKB constructs folded in vitro upon dilution from a chemical denaturant (dashed lines).
Numbers in parentheses correspond to synonymous codon usage; larger positive numbers correspond to more common codons. (c) E. coliMG1655
relative codon usage3 for codons encoding three representative YKB synonymous mutants: (+65) (light green), (−54) (red), and (−100) (pink
line).
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correlations likely reflects the interdependence of these metrics
on relative translation rate.
Each codon-modified YKB variant represents the substitution

of only a few synonymous codons within an 18-codon window
(Table S1 (SI)). These changes produced only a subtle effect
on overall translation rate, as we were unable to detect a
significant difference in the rate of synthesis of the codon-
modified YKB variants using conventional pulse-chase labeling
(Figure 3b). Yet this subtle alteration was sufficient to
significantly alter the competition between the formation of
the YK and KB alternative structures. These results
demonstrate that significant changes in a protein folded
structure can be triggered by very subtle differences in local
translation rate, triggered by even small changes in codon
usage.
Our results demonstrate that a protein native structure can

be shaped by the vectorial appearance of the nascent chain
during translation, a feature not present during in vitro
refolding experiments. The coupling of folding to the process
of translation is known to selectively stabilize specific folding
intermediates,10,12,24,25 and altering translation rate has been
shown to affect the folding efficiency of several proteins,9,26,27

suggesting that the formation of on-pathway folding
intermediates during translation is partially dependent on
translation rate. Our results demonstrate that, in addition to
modulating folding yield (native versus aggregated), local

translation rate can be adjusted in a predictable way to alter the
selection between two alternative folded structures. We show
for the first time that for a protein capable of forming
alternative folded structures it is possible to predictably steer
the protein folding mechanism to form one structure versus
another by altering synonymous codon usage in specific
portions of the mRNA sequence.
Synonymous mutations that affect protein structure, such as

the ones described in this study, are likely to be particularly
important for proteins that fold under kinetic control. More
broadly, most proteins in the cell, when subject to chemical
denaturation, cannot refold. Instead, these proteins misfold and
aggregate. Some of these proteins have native and denatured
states that are separated by an extremely high energy barrier28

and hence are expected to fold only once during their lifetime
in the cell. In vivo, such proteins might be particularly
dependent on the formation of cotranslational folding
intermediates selected by local translation rate to most
efficiently form the native protein structure.
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